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Artificial Intelligence, Language, and the
Study of Knowledge*'!
Ira Goldstein and

Seymour Papert

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
This paper studies the relationship of Artificial Intelligence to the study of language
and the representation of the underlying knowledge which supports the comprehension
process. It developsthe view that intelligence is based on the ability to use large amounts of
diverse kinds of knowledge in procedural ways, rather than on the possession of a few
general and uniform principles. The paper also provides a unifying thread to a variety of
recent approaches to natural language comprehension. We conclude with a brief discussion
of how Artificial Intelligence may have a radical impact on education if the principles
which it utilizes to explore the representation and use of knowledge are made available to
the student to use in his own learning experiences.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) represents a new style of thinking about cognition
that is having an important impact on the study of language. The goals of this
essay are: to convey a sense of the intellectual personality of Artificial
Intelligence; and to identify some trends in its development which we see as
especially relevant to the study of language and of the role of an AI approach to
language in education.
1. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AS THE STUDY OF INTELLIGENT
PROCESSES

Before we embark on the substance of this essay, it is worthwhile to clarify a
potential source of confusion. For many, AI is identified as a narrowly focused
field directed toward the goal of programming computers in such a fashion that

♦This paper is a revised version of an earlier document written with Marvin Minsky. Many of the
ideas in this paper owe much to Minsky's thoughtful critique; the authors, however, take
responsibility for the organization and wording of this document.
tThe research and writing of this paper was sponsored under NIE Order No. NIE-P-75-0012 and
conducted at the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
views and conclusions contained are those of theauthors and should not be interpreted asrepresenting
the policies, either expressed or implied, of the National Institute of Education or the U.S. Government. Reprints may be obtained from Professor Ira Goldstein, MIT AI Labs, 545 Technology
Square, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
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they acquire the appearance of intelligence. Thus it may seem paradoxical that
researchers in the field have anything to say about the structure of human
language or related issues in education. However, the above description is
misleading. It correctly delineates the major methodology of the science, that is,
the use of computers to build precise models of cognitive theories. But it
mistakenly identifies this as the only purpose of thefield. Although there is much
practical good that can come of more intelligent machines, the fundamental
theoretical goal of the discripline is understanding intelligent processes independent of their particular physical realization.
Naturally, understanding intelligence abstractly has intimate interactions with
understanding it in its natural form. Thus, AI and psychology have close ties.
Indeed, AI has been called "theoretical psychology" (Newell, 1973). AI draws
from psychology a set of basic concerns understanding language, perception,
memory, problem solving. Psychology, in turn, acquires a new framework of
computational ideas for expressing cognitive theories. Indeed, a major purpose
of psychology becomes the discovery not of the class of programs that could
possibly explain a given intelligent behavior (this is the archetypical concern of
AI), but rather the particular program that a given individual actually possesses.
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A Knowledge-Oriented rather than Power-Oriented
Theory of Intelligence

Given the general perception of AI as the computational study of intelligence,
it still remains to identify the particular set of questions and theoretical constructs
that a researcher in thefield brings to bear on cognitive problems. In the earliest
years of the field (i.e., during the late 1950s and early 19605), the hope was that
a few simple but very powerful techniques could be identified that together could
be used to create intelligent programs. During this period, theorem proving and
search played a primary role. Indeed, to many AI has become identified as the
science of heuristic search, that is, the study of procedural techniques for
exploring state spaces too large to be explored in an exhaustive fashion. During
these early years, an AI paper on language might have begun by representing the
state space by means of a formal grammar and then have focused on the issue of
achieving successful parsings in reasonable times (Green, Wolf, Chomsky, &
Laughery, 1963; Lindsay, 1963).
Today there has been a shift in paradigm. The fundamental problem of
understanding intelligence is not the identification of a few powerful techniques,
but rather the question of how to represent large amounts of knowledge in a
fashion that permits their effective use and interaction. This shift is based on a
decade of experience with programs that relied on uniform search or logistic
techniques that proved to be hopelessly inefficient when faced with complex
problems embedded in large knowledge spaces. The current point of view is that
the problem solver (whether man or machine) must know explicitly how to use
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its knowledge with general techniques supplemented by domain specificpragmatic knowhow. Thus, we see AI as having shifted from a power-based
strategy for achieving intelligence to a knowledge-based approach. Minsky and
Papert (1974) characterize these two points of view as follows:
The Power strategy seeks a generalized increase in computational power. It may look toward
new kinds of computers (-'parallel" or "fuzzy" or "associative" or whatever) or it may look
toward extensions of deductive generality, or information retrieval, or search algorithms

■*»

things like better -'resolution" methods, better methods for exploring trees and nets, hashcoded triplets, etc. In each case the improvement sought is intended to be "uniform"—
independent of the particular data base.
The Knowledge strategy sees progress as coming from better ways to express, recognize,
and use diverse and particular forms of knowledge. This theory sees the problem as epistemological rather than as a matter of computational power or mathematical generality. It
supposes, for example, that when a scientist solves a new problem, he engages a highly
organized structure of especially appropriate
models, analogies, planning mechanisms,
self-discipline procedures, etc. To be sure, he also engages "general" problem-solving
schemata but it is by no means obvious that very smart people are that way directly because of
the superior power of their general methods— as compared with average people.
Indirectly,
perhaps, but that is another matter: a very intelligent person might be that way because of
specific local features of his knowledge-organizing knowledge rather than because of global
qualities of his "thinking" which, except for the effects of his self-applied knowledge, might
be little different from a
(p. 59)

It is worthwhile to observe here that the goals of a knowledge-based approach
to AI are closely akin to those which motivated Piaget to call his research center
"Centre d'Epistemologie Genetique"; or, more precisely, to his reason for
calling himself an "epistemologisf ' rather than a psychologist. The common
theme is the view that the process of intelligence is determined by the knowledge
held by the subject. The deep and primary questions are to understand the
operations and data structures involved. The physical (biological or electrical)
mechanisms underlying them are not seen by us or by Piaget as the source of
intelligence in any structural sense (although intelligence could not happen
without some such embodiment.)
Perhaps the knowledge paradigm is most clearly characterized by a developmental perspective. Naturally, intelligence is impossible without a certain basic
"hardware" capability. But our position and Piaget's is that this capability is
already present in the very young child. The subsequent development of
intelligence is not due to the emergence of new biological capabilities in the
individual. Rather, increased performance is due to the acquisition of knowledge. This knowledge can range from specific facts about a domain to general
problem-solving schemata. Indeed, it may even be knowledge about how to learn
(for example, facts about debugging techniques). Some facts result in only local
improvements in the individual's capabilities, while others may have global
effects, giving rise to a stage transition in Piagetian terms. From the computer
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''flHsfes-''-'-standpoint, we see the need tor some improvements in speed and memory
[capabilities, especially for such special purpose applications as vision and
speech. But the fundamental difficulties facing researchers in the field today are
not limitations due to hardware, but rather questions about how to represent large
bmounts of knowledge in ways that still allow the effective use of individual
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1.2 Artificial Intelligence as a Procedural Theory ofKnowledge
The reader may perhaps wonder at this point how AI is to have an identity of
its own if the knowledge strategy is pursued, that is, if it asks only for explicit
representations of the knowledge of particular domains. Is not this simply the
concern of the specialized field of study associated with that domain? How does
this notion ot AI, for example, distinguish it from linguistics when the domain is
that ot language competence?
i The answer lies in identifying
concerns of AI which are uniquely
JO two
~l
J
procedural in nature. The first is that the knowledge of a particular domain must
be represented in a form that is usable. A linguist may content himself with the
specificiation of some attribute of grammatical knowledge by defining the
appropriate transformation; an AI researcher must go one step further by asking
how this transformation can be woven into the total web of linguistic information
in such a way that the comprehension or generation process is possible in
reasonable computational times. Thus, AI brings to the traditional study of a
given field the quest for identifying and formalizing pragmatic knowledge,
namely, knowledge of "how" traditional facts are to be used.
There is a second concern which distinguishes AI from traditional studies of a
given domain. This is its concern for identifying the manner in which
competence in different domains interact. Again drawing upon an example from
th: study of language, a grammarian can legitimately focus on attributes of
'zrammar divorced from the semantics or use of language. The essential concern
of AI. however, is to construct frameworks in which all of these diverse kinds of
knowledge can successfully interact in order to allow the complete comprehension process to take place. Thus, both concerns which make AI unique arise
from its responsibility to structure knowledge into procedural systems that can
actually solve problems.
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Organizationof This Paper

Our goal in the remainder of this paper will be to provide the reader with
insight into the structure of theories currently being formulated in AI within this
knowledge-based paradigm. In Sections 2 and 3we illustrate the AI approach by
discussing a particular example— frame theory—which many people tn the field
.:re currently exploring and find quite exciting. In Section 2, we introduce the
'
'
subject by approaching
frame theory as an AI extension of the traditional
linguistic notion of case grammars from a narrowly syntactic theory to a general
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representation for knuwledge. In Section 3, we discu.s the vuriou. atuibutes ci
AI theories that frames exemplify. In Sections 4 and 5, we deepen our view
of AI as a computational style of epistemology by discussing two aspects of
cognition and language to which AI has made unique contributions the role
of self-knowledge and the importance of control structure. In Section 6, we
conclude our theoretical discussion by briefly viewing in perspective the
intellectual history of the field.
These topics do not by any means exhaust the contribution of AI to the study
of language. But we believe they provide an excellent illustration of the AI
methodology. And that seems to us the only serious purpose to be served by a
paper of this length that is accessible both to students of the field and to
nonspecialists. Two companion essays to this paper were prepared for the
National Institute of Education by Winograd (1976) and Wilks (1976) and
complement the discussion presented here.
Throughout the paper, we avoid extensive excursions into formalism and
jargon. More seriously, we also ignore, or pass over in a cursory way, a variety
of serious technical issues. We do this in order to focus attention on the overall
enterprise of a computational investigation of knowledge. We feel especially
justified because of the tendency in the literature to focus on narrow technical
issues. Nevertheless, to compensate for this broad focus, we provide in Section
6.2 a list of the technical questions which we feel are critical for the reader who
wishes to pursue this point of view more deeply. Also, the reader should
recognize that the various works we cite as illustrating our position have many
important differences. However, we feel that the critical need at this time is to
develop a feeling for the paradigm which characterizes AI as a method for
investigating knowledge and language, and it is to this goal that we direct our
efforts. Finally, we andothers in the AI community expect to develop further the
ideas raised in this paper. The interested reader is invited to write us for
references to the latest research in this area.
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1.4 Educational Applications
The final part of the essay (Section 7) will touch schematically on some of the

consequences for education of AI research on natural language. These consequences are of very different sorts. Some of them, no doubt for most people the
most obvious, are consequences of actually possessing machines capable of
understanding what a student says. Obviously such machines would greatly
improve the quality of "computer-aided instruction" (in the sense of tutorial
programs, programmed instruction administered by computers, "drill and
practice," computerized advice, etc.).
Much deeperconsequences, however, are related to the intellectual content of
AI research on natural language. As a new kind of cognitive theory it has
obvious implications for the education. It is our personal opinion that these
consequences will very deeply transform the theory and practice of education.
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Although we will not try to argue for this position at length, we shall try
convey the flavor of the perceptions on which it is based.
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2. FRAMES AS A UNIFYING APPROACH TO
REPRESENTING KNOWLEDGE

Frame Theory is an AI approach to representing knowledge that generalizes
the linguistic notion of case grammars in a manner that allows the representation
not only of syntactic knowledge, but also procedural knowledge for how to
construct a parse as well as related semantic, contextual, and thematic facts.
Historically, frame theory is based upon more than purely linguistic considerations. In the original formulation by Minsky (1975), the notions of frames- and
frame systems were developed in equal measure from problems arising from the
construction of adequate theories for vision, for memory, for logical reasoning,
and for the comprehension of language. However, we shall narrow our focus in
this section to consider the utility of frames solely in relation to linguistic
knowledge. In Section 3, we step back from the realm of language to consider a
variety of larger issues that characterize the AI approach to representing
knowledge.

2.1 Case Grammars
The case frame approach to linguistics as developed by Fillmore (1968) and
others constrains the enquiry to the realm of syntactic knowledge. Within this
sphere, the basic idea is to organize structural knowledge of the sentence around
the verb. The result is a case grammar which specifies for each verb the cases
which it requires. To illustrate this, we use the traditional linguistic device of
choosing a representative sentence around which to organize our observations:
(SI)
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John tickled the girl with the feather.

Following Chafe's formulation, a case-oriented approach would represent (SI)
as follows:

Tickle:

agent

John

patient

the girl

instrument
2.2
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a feather

Understanding a Sentence

:

To make the linguistic enterprise tractable, the linguist can ignore the issue of
understanding an utterance beyond the narrow concern of identifying its syntactic
structure. But AI is forced to address this larger issue if computational models
are to be designed that actually act appropriately in response to the utterance.
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